What is Britain and who has contributed to the Britain we have today?
Key Vocabulary

I already know…


Some memories about
exceptional individuals
lives.



England, Northern
Ireland, Scotland and
Wales make the UK.



The past can be different to
now.



Who is in my direct family?



How to sequence events on
a timeline.

Role model

A person whose actions set an example or are copied by others.

Achievement

Something done successfully through hard work, courage, or skill.

Events

A thing that happens or takes place which is often important.

Past

Something that happened or existed in a time before now (the present).

Present

Something that is happening now.

Future

Events or something that might happen in time to come.

Artist

A person who is good at painting, music, writing, or any other art.

Timeline

A picture representation of a period of time, on which important things
are marked.

Charity

An organisation set up to provide help and raise money for those in
need.

Nature

The physical world and living things in their natural state.

What should I know by the end of the topic?


How to sequence events in order based around events happening in
exceptional individuals lives.



The difference between past and present in my own and other
people’s lives.



Parts of stories and memories about exceptional individuals lives.



Some facts about exceptional individuals.



How to perform a simple scientific experiment, make predictions
and record my findings.



The work of famous artists focussed on sculpture.

Making Links – Remember when you….







Drew your own hero and explained why
they are exceptional.
Used a timeline to sequence events and
remembered parts of stories.
Learnt about famous people in Bristol e.g.
Brunel and Cabot.
Learnt about capital cities and countries
in the UK
Learnt about human and physical
geography- links to David Attenborough.

Key Knowledge

Exceptional Individuals

Marcus Rashford- English footballer known for his Free
School Meals Campaign.

Serena and Venus Willians- Sisters from America known
for their amazing tennis success.
Marcus Rashford

Serena and Venus Williams

Brunel- A famous engineer who built many bridges,
ships and railway stations that we still use today.

David Attenborough- BBC presenter and known for
saving the planet.
David Attenborough

Brunel

Investigate the work of famous artists

Past and Present

The Mamamn
sculpture by
Louise Bourgeois.

Nature art by
Andy Goldsworthy.

First, I
was
born.

Next, my
sister was
born.

Later, we
moved
house.

After
that, I
started
school.

Now I
am in
Year 1.

